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Abstract

Objective. The aim the study was to investigate the impact of the shot peening process on the condition of the surface
layer and biological properties of titanium alloy produced by means of the Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) method.
Materials and method. Specimens were prepared by the EOSINT M280 metal sintering laser system. The surfaces were
subjected to the shot peening process using three different media, i.e. steel shot, nutshell granules and ceramic beads,
after which they were subjected to profilometric analysis, scanning electron microscopic (SEM) observations and energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) tests, as well as to assessment of biological compatibility in terms of cytotoxicity (SHSY5Y cell lines).
Results. The general results obtained from the tests indicate satisfactory biocompatibility of the examined surfaces and
that the impact of the shot peening process on the titanium alloy cytotoxicity is acceptable.
Conclusions. The lowest cytotoxicity was demonstrated by the surfaces modified by ceramic beads than the nutshells and
the biggest steel shot correspondingly. Moreover, the shot peening process carried out by means of CrNi steel and ceramic
shot caused the reduction of surface roughness when, for the surface processing by means of nutshell granules, the increase
of surface roughness was observed compared with the unmodified surface of titanium alloy samples.
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INTRODUCTION
The scope of the most important factors contributing to
the selection of metallic biomaterials encompasses the
acceptability of said materials by the human body, so-called
biocompatibility. The scope of biocompatibility encompasses
the adaptation by living tissues, proper mechanical properties,
easy forming, alloy tarnishing over time (associated
with passivation) and its resistance to corrosion [1]. Low
biotolerance means that application of the biomaterial may,
among others, lead to the occurrence of inflammatory or
allergic reactions and carcinogenic potential of corrosion
products in certain cases [2, 3].
Generally, titanium and its alloys are recognized as
materials with excellent corrosion resistance and biotolerance.
They are characterized by the highest corrosion resistance
from among the other metallic biomaterials. The excellent
corrosion resistance characterizing titanium and its alloys
in the environment of human tissues and body fluids can be
explained by the self-passivation and re-passivation capability
of the metal surface [4, 5]. In special cases of cancer treatment,
it is often necessary to surgically remove the infected part of an
organ and its reconstruction thereafter [6]. In such cases, nonresorbable materials obtained from additive manufacturing
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processes are used for the reconstruction of human body
parts. Recently, there has been an intensive development of
additive manufacturing technologies associated with the
production of personalized implants made of Ti-6Al-4V
alloy [7, 8, 9]. 3D printing technology based on metallic
powders gives wide opportunities to create bone implants in
the case of the necessity of replacement of a part of a bone
or its reconstruction. In such cases, it is possible to design
an implant by means of magnetic resonance or computer
tomography, and to produce this implant by means of 3D
laser sintering systems, with consideration of the smallest
anatomical details.
The additive manufacturing technologies work particularly
well in the case of the necessity to create an implant with a
complex shape adapted to the patient’s anatomic conditions,
and to produce it on demand. Alternatively, the technologies
may be used in the case of necessity to produce porous
or cellular structures with proper mechanical strength
and rigidity for implants which cannot be produced by
conventional processes, e.g. casting, plastic forming or
material removal methods. An example of such an element
(intervertebral disc) produced by the authors in DMLS
technology (Direct Metal Laser Sintering) is shown in Figure
The products obtained by the 3D printing method, even
with consideration of printing process optimal parameters
dedicated by DMLS systems manufacturers, are characterized
by certain structural discontinuities in the surface layer,
among others, unmelted powder grains, pores, etc. [10, 11].
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These surface effects may constitute the areas of increased
intensity of metal elements release to adjacent tissues. Research
reports indicate that the atoms of elements such as Ti, Al, or
V are released from titanium alloy to the human body [12].
Simultaneously, research carried out by Vaithilingam et al.
[13] demonstrated that only Ti and Al are released from
implants produced by the 3D printing technique. However,
the presence of vanadium as well as associated vanadium
oxides, i.e. V2O3 and V2O5, occurring in the case of titanium
implants produced by means of conventional techniques,
has been not observed. Toxic vanadium oxides potentially
accumulating in kidneys, liver, spleen, and lungs, as well as in
adipose tissue and heart, seem to be particularly hazardous,
but osseous tissues and teeth are the principal stores for
vanadium absorbed by the body [13].
In accordance with clinical studies [14], metallosis
associated with penetration of wear debris created in the
course of prosthesis use, as well as osteolysis and aseptic
loosening secondary to wear debris belong, among others,
to the reasons for unsuccessful applications of titanium
implants. Analysis of damage to hip and knee joints
demonstrated that an excessive release of friction wear
products was accompanied by an increased level of metal
ions in the whole blood and serum of patients [15, 16, 17].
Increased levels of Ti ions in the blood of patients with spine
implants have been described in studies [18, 19, 20]. However,
Wang et al. [21] detected an increased concentration of Ti
ions in tissues surrounding spine implants almost 50 times
higher than the normal level. There is evidence that the
biocompatibility of an implant, to a large extent depends on
surface roughness and morphology [22, 23].
Available publications indicate that the problem of aseptic
loosening constitutes almost 75% of revision surgeries [14,
24, 25]. The authors emphasize that the correct selection of
materials for implants or increased resistance of load bearing
surfaces to wear can reduce the problem and improve the
durability of applied prostheses [14]. Tribological research
carried out by Żebrowski and Walczak demonstrate that
printed 3D surfaces made of Ti-6Al-4V alloy and subjected
to shot peening by means of steel shot and ceramic beads
increase the resistance to abrasive wear in simulated in
vitro conditions [26]. Furthermore, DMLS technology itself
leads to the creation of residual stresses in the products.
Therefore, in case of such products, it is favourable to
apply the shot peening process to increase the strength of
metallic elements as a result of surface layer reinforcement
[27]. In accordance with research carried out by authors
presented in earlier studies, as a result of shot peening, shot
grains penetrate (drive) into subsurface layer and, with the
exception of improvement of mechanical properties, may
slightly deteriorate the corrosion resistance of the modified
products. Furthermore, the residuals of shot peening medium
in the surface layer may contribute to elements ions release
to adjacent tissues, and consequently to toxicity [28, 29].
There is a view that the local unfavourable reactions of
tissue are associated with elements being released mainly
due to the fact that the local tissue is exposed to significantly
higher concentrations of released metallic ions [30, 31].
Furthermore, the degree of cytotoxicity, and consequently
the biocompatibility of metallic alloys, is associated with the
alloy composition as well as with elements released from the
alloy to the surrounding environment – (nutrient medium)
or body tissues.

Therefore, the purpose of the present research was to examine
the impact of the shot peening process on the condition of the
surface layer and on the cytotoxicity of titanium alloy.

Figure 1. Titanium implant of intervertebral disc produced by DMLS technology:
a) macroscopic picture, b) unmelted metal powder grain visible on the element
surface (own research)

MATERIALS AND METHOD
The 24 specimens (divided into four groups of six) were made
of gas atomized Ti-6Al-4V alloy powder, characterized by
their almost spherical shape and chemical composition which
meet the requirements of the ASTM F1472 standard in the
scope of maximum impurities concentration. The specimens
in the shape of discs with the diameter of 12 mm and 7 mm
thick were made using the DMSL technique by means of the
EOSINT M280 laser metal sintering system (EOS GmbH,
Germany). Among others, the essential parameters applied
in the course of printing were: distance between the paths
of 0.1 mm, velocity of laser beam movement of 1,250 mm/s,
thickness of melted powder layers of 30 µm, and applied laser
beam power of 170 W.
Outer surfaces of the specimen face in horizontal plane
X-Y have been subjected to the shot peening process on
Peenmatic micro 750S equipment (IEPCO, Swiss) by means
of three different media (for three different groups of samples)
i.e. CrNi steel shot, nutshell granules and ceramic beads.
Surface processing time was equal to 60s and the distance
between nozzle and processed surface face ~25 mm. The
shot peening process was carried out under pressure of 0.4
MPa perpendicularly to the surface. According to previous
publications [26,28–29], the used treating parameters allowed
to prepare material with the best mechanical properties and
corrosion resistant. The principal parameters of materials
used in the peening process are included in Table 1.
The specimens for tests were subjected to profilometric
measurements on Contour GT optical profilometers (Bruker,
Germany). The measurements were carried out under 5.5
X magnification. Profilometric analysis (area roughness
parameter – Sa) was carried out on a surface area of 25 mm2
(scanning area – 5 mm x 5 mm) using the VSI method
(Vertical Scanning Interferometry). Obtained signals were
processed in BrukerVision 64 software.
The characteristics of materials surface after shot peening
was been obtained by a Zeiss Ultra Plus scanning electron
microscope (SEM) with analytic energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) Bruker system with energy resolution
of 123 eV.
Biocompatibility evaluation in terms of cytotoxicity was
repeated three times for each one of three samples randomly
selected from each of four groups (one group without surface
treating and three groups after shot peening). Research was
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Table 1. Parameters of shot for shot peening
Shot

Typical chemical
composition (%)

Stainless
steel shot –
CrNi

Cr
Ni
Si
Mn
C
Fe

16–20
7–9
1.8–2.2
0.7–1.2
0.05–0.2
bal.

Average grain
size (µm)

Grain
shape

Hardness

400–900

spherical

235HV

Nutshell
granules

non-ferrous, organic
blasting media

450–800

angular

approx.
2.5–3.5 Mohs

Ceramic
beads

ZrO2
SiO2
Al2O3
CaO
TiO2
Fe2O3

125–250

spherical

approx. 7–7.5
Mohs

61.98
27.77
4.57
3.47
0.34
0.14

conducted in accordance with the ISO 10993–5:2009 standard
using the extract test and direct contact test. In the study,
human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y (ATCC, USA) cell lines
were used because it is commonly used for biocompatibility
evaluation, especially for scientific neurotoxicity tests [32–
34]. Neuroblastoma is the most common extra-cranial solid
malignant tumour of the sympathetic nervous system in
children. The human SH-SY5Y cell line is a subclone of the
SK-N-SH cell line which was isolated from a bone marrow
of a 4-year-old female patient. SH-SY5Y cells maintain
their potential for regression, which results in aggressive
proliferation of these cells [34]. The cells were cultured under
standard conditions: at 37 °C, in a 5% CO2 atmosphere, in
EMEM/F12 (1:1) medium (USA, ATCC), supplemented with 10
% foetal bovine serum (USA, ATCC). Prior to the experiments,
all cell lines were tested for the presence of mycoplasma using
LookOut® Mycoplasma PCR Detection Kit (Sigma Aldrich,
USA). Morphological assessment was performed using a Nikon
Eclipse Ti fluorescence, phase-contrast microscope, and NISElements Imaging Processing Software (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).
Evaluation of cell viability in the conditioned medium
allows for dynamic analysis of the interaction of the tested
material with the culture medium imitating body fluids.
This method allows prediction of how the test material will
interact with longer contact with body fluids and how it will
affect the biological response.
The tested titanium discs were placed separately in 24-well
culture plate and covered with 1ml of supplemented medium.
The plate was placed on an orbital shaker and incubated
continuously in 37 °C at 300 rpm for 24, 72 and 168 hours.
The appropriate medium was incubated under analogous
conditions, but without the titanium insert which was used
as the control.

The cells were seeded into 96-well plates at 3*104 cells/well.
After 24 h when the confluency reached 80%, culture medium
was aspirated and the cells were covered with conditioned
medium and incubated for the next 24 hours. Cells treated
with 1% Triton X-100 were used as positive control.
The viability of the cells was examined by standard MTT
(the letters are inexact abbreviation for dye compound
described in the next sentences of the paragraph) assay,
using the MTT Cell Proliferation Assay Kit (Invitrogen,
USA). In this test, the activity of mitochondrial enzymesuccinate dehydrogenase was used. In living cells this enzyme
is responsible for the transformation of soluble tetrazolium
salt 3-(4.5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2.5-diphenyltetrazolium
bromide to water-insoluble purple formazan crystals.
Following 4h incubation, the medium with MTT was
removed, and the formed crystals were dissolved in DMSO.
The solution absorbency was measured at 540 nm, using
PowerWave™ microplate spectrophotometer (Bio-Tek
Instruments, USA). The experiment was repeated three times
and measurements performed in triplicate.
The cells were seeded into a 12-well plate, where a titanium
insert was placed in each well. The cultures were incubated in
standard conditions and cell morphology and growth near
inserts was observed for three days.
The results were analysed statistically by the STATISTICA
vs. 13 application (StaftSoft, Poland). Data were calculated
as mean ± SD. To compare more than two groups, the oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post hoc multiple
comparisons on a basis of Tukey’s HSD test were used.
All parameters were considered statistically significantly
different if p values were less than 0.05.
RESULTS
Sa parameter was used for assessment of the machined
surfaces – arithmetic average roughness size – as the most
representative parameter for surfaces after shot peening
[35, 36]. On the basis of analysis of the results obtained
from profilometric measurements (Fig. 2) it was possible
to observe reduced surface development in the case of
surfaces modified by means of steel shot and ceramic beads,
compared to the reference surface (directly after printing in
DMLS technology). However, it is worth mentioning that
at smaller (almost three times) the average size of ceramic
shot in comparison with CrNi shot, it is possible to obtain
a slightly greater roughness parameter Sa. Smaller shot size
leads to reduction of dent size after shot peening, but this
is translated into an increased number of dents per surface
unit.

Figure 2. Roughness maps (scanning area 5 mm x 5 mm) for various surfaces modified correspondingly: a) DMLS (reference), b) steel shot CrNi, c)
nutshell granules, d) ceramic beads
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Figure 3. SEM microphotos (left column) illustrating shot inclusions on specimen surfaces and proves the inclusion of chemical elements from EDS
analysis for the particular shot materials (steel in the top row; nut and ceramic in bottom row)

However, the surface treatment by means sharp-edged
nutshell granules leads to an increase of roughness parameter
Sa, compared with reference specimens.
Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) analysis of the
surfaces after the shot peening process (Fig. 3) demonstrated
the presence of shot peening medium residuals in the surface
layers which are located in structural discontinuities or
directly on the titanium alloy surface as the result of high
kinetic energies they achieved themselves. Ti-6Al-4V alloy
belongs to the group of materials with significant ductility
and plasticity, as well as high reactivity which additionally
contributes to penetration of shot into the surface layer,
additionally modifying the surface topography.
MTT test results revealed that the 24h-conditioned media
did not cause any toxicity against tested cells. Significant
decreased cells viability was observed in cultures treated with
media conditioned for 72h, with insert modified with steel
shot and nutshell granules (89.70±10.23 and 92.47±3.91% of
viability, respectively). Among the long-conditioned media
(168h), only the surface modified with steel shot revealed
toxicity (compared to DMLS) – 87.95±2.50% of cells viability
(Fig. 4). The results show that the insert modified with steel
shot exerted the most adverse effects on the test cells, and
the effect persists over time.
It was observed that the presence of the insert inhibited
proliferation of the tested cells (Fig. 5). Unexpectedly, it was
observed that the cells proliferated slightly more intensely
close to the insert modified with ceramic beads, as evidenced
by the cell clusters after 48h and 72h of incubation, compared
to the uniformly covered wells of the culture plate in the
presence of other inserts. Except for the differences in cell
density, they did not differ morphologically. The cells did
not differentiate into neuronal cell types because there was
no particular neurite outgrowth.

DISCUSSION
Increased shot size at constant working pressure usually leads to
the reduction of roughness [36]. However, it is not unambiguous
because the increase of shot size from 125÷250 µm to 450 µm
in the tests caused the increase of roughness, although in the
case of the size two times larger of 850 µm, the roughness
was reduced [5]. Reduction of shot size caused the reduction
of dent size after shot peening, and increased the number of
dents per surface unit. These tests indicate that not only the
process parameters contribute to the surface layer condition,
but also primarily to the geometry of the applied shot, i.e. shot
size and shape. However, in the opinion of Liu et al. [35], to
achieve the most favourable deformation of the surface layer,
in view of optimal combination of shot size and roughness,
the shot penning of Ti-6Al-4V alloy should be carried out at
lower pressures a during longer processing.
Titanium alloys are protected as a result of thin passive
layer spontaneously developing on their surface. The
passive layer created on surgical Ti-6Al-4V alloys is stable
in body fluids solution, and rich mainly in amorphous TiO2
[4, 29, 37]. The thickness of such passive films is usually
equal to a few nanometres, but they constitute a highly
protective barrier between the metallic alloy surface and
the aggressive environment of body fluids. Furthermore,
the protective properties of the passive layer depend mainly
on the chemical composition, its structure, thickness and
potential defects. Therefore, higher surface roughness
and inclusions originating from steel shot may reduce the
corrosion resistance of medical implants, and contribute to
the transport of ions through the passive film.
As a result of the shot peening process, a rough surface is
created which is susceptible to corrosion in connection with
destroyed areas of the passive film as a result of the shot impact
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Figure 4. MTT test results for neuroblastoma cells treated with tested titanium discs extracts according to kind of
disc modification for: a) 24h, b) 72h, c) 168h of extraction. d) MTT test results according to time of extraction. Data
expressed as % of values obtained for control

Figure 5. Cells growth and proliferation in direct contact with the examined inserts. The black areas belong to titanium specimen.
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[28, 29]. However, Jelliti et al. [4] observed the creation of a
stable passive film, and the increase of electrochemical potential
on titanium specimens subjected to the shot peening process.
In accordance with literature data [4, 36, 38, 39], the plastic
strain leads to nanocrystallization in the surface layer which,
excepting strength increase, positively contributes to the
corrosion resistance and wear. It has been suggested that the
dislocation density and shot size may affect the properties
of the surface layer in modified products. Simultaneously,
in accordance with our own research and with literature
data, as a result of the shot peening process, the shot grains
may penetrate to the surface layer (depositing permanently)
and modify tribology characteristics as well as corrosion
resistance of the products thus modified [40, 41, 42].
Furthermore, such phenomenon, except corrosive changes,
may cause accelerated metal ions release and contribute to
the implant cytotoxicity [43, 44, 45].
Arparicio et al. found that chemical changes after the shot
peening process translate into the corrosion resistance of
dental implants. Nevertheless, the changes that occurred after
modification of the surface layer meet proper criteria in the
scope of possibility for applying such modified materials as
dental implants [41]. Although there are many publications
informing about the positive effects of the modification of
materials used as implants by means of steel and ceramic shot,
no literature data are available for nutshell suitability. Our
examinations in the scope of cytotoxicity indicate that, except for
used ceramic shot, which is recognized as a bio-neutral material,
quite favourable results have also been also obtained for surfaces
modified by means of organic nutshells. Steel shot is rich in Cr
and Ni and, taking into account the corrosion resistance and
potential release of carcinogenic metal ions, it should be rather
limited to the processing of materials used mainly as medical
instrumentation, than for the surface modification of implants.
Although the surfaces modified with steel shot observed during
the MTT test (Fig. 4) demonstrated the worst cells viability
from among the tested specimens (87.95±2.50% after 168h of
extraction), results of the tests generally indicate the satisfactory
biocompatibility of the tested surfaces.
The surface roughness enhances osseointegration
of the titanium implants through increased osteoblast
differentiation while osteoblast proliferation remains greater
on smooth titanium [46]. Havlikova et al. [47] found that the
proper condition of the surface layer finished by means of
shot peening introduces favourable mechanical properties
and enhanced osteoblast proliferation. Moreover, the finished
surface layer supported early osteogenic cell differentiation,
manifested by a high expression of collagen type I. Favourable
biological properties of specimens obtained from 3D printing
subjected to the shot peening process have also been
demonstrated by Benedetti et al. [38]. Titanium specimens
were tested in terms of cells growth at different times. It has
been demonstrated that specimens with various surface
roughness (after electropolishing and shot peening process)
demonstrate a quite similar favourable behaviour in the
scope of cells growth and proliferation. In the presented
tests, also the influence diversification of surface development
condition (Fig. 2) on the biocompatibility was not as high
as the impact of the type of shot peening medium applied.
Also, the research of 3T3 cell-cytotoxicity on the surface of
Ti-6Al-4V obtained directly from 3D printing and subjected
to polishing, did not indicate to any significant differences in
cells behaviour [13]. The test carried out during the period of 7

days demonstrated that the cells were living on both surfaces,
and that there was practically no dissolution of metals ions
from the specimens in culture medium.
Tuomi et al. [48] emphasize the necessity of modification
of surface layer of implants after 3D printing. Although the
surface obtained directly after 3D printing increases the
adherence of a tissue to the implant (higher roughness), the
surface defects may constitute the areas with reduced fatigue
strength, particularly in the case of implants under dynamic
load. Nevertheless, the high viability of L929 cells after an
incubation period of 24h has been found in extracts in the
case of non-processed and polished DMLS specimens.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions have been drawn on the basis of
authors’ own tests:
–– results obtained from the MTT test indicate the satisfactory
biocompatibility of the tested surfaces, and the impact of
the shot peening process on cytotoxicity of titanium alloy
is acceptable;
–– the lowest cytotoxicity was demonstrated by the surfaces
modified by means of ceramic beads than nutshells and
the biggest steel shot correspondingly;
–– the shot peening process carried out with CrNi steel and
ceramic shot caused the reduction of surface roughness in
relation to the unmodified surface; however, in the case
of surface processing with nutshell granules, an increase
of surface roughness is observed in comparison with the
reference surface;
–– SEM and EDS analysis of the surface layer in specimens
after the shot peening process demonstrated the presence
of shot fragments left by the shot peening medium, which
affected the biocompatibility of the tested surfaces.
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